awakened justice

Awakening the (r)EVOLUTION
Practice of Arrival
Welcome. . .

Introductions

Antonio Hoye

Betsy Delzer
Together we will...

- Explore: The Intersection of Awareness and Justice
- Reflect: The Teacher Within
- Engage: Healing our Fractured System
- Practice: Awakened Justice

What questions do you have?
Introductions

Compassion (demonstrate)
Ownership (acknowledgement)
Transformation (Love)
Responsibility (awareness)
Cause/Effect (change)
Commitment (dedicate)
Evolution (realization)
Awakened Justice:

We have a vision for the liberation of our marginalized populations everywhere and especially in the structures we are continuously building in education. Mindful awareness practices enable us the capability and capacity to interrupt our habitual thought processes and biases so we can untether from the system to which we subscribe, knowingly and unknowingly. We are committed to the intersection of awakening and justice in our schools.
Explore: Awareness

How do you define mindful awareness?

How do we practice heightening awareness of self? Others? Global citizenry?
The Intersection of Awareness & Justice

How do awareness practices enable us the capability and capacity to interrupt our habitual thought processes and biases so we can untether from systems of oppression?
Awareness breeds potential. . . to notice/name, interrupt/disrupt, ...to change.

Without inner change there can be no outer change. Without collective change, no change matters.

angel Kyodo Williams
Reflect: The Teacher Within
Engage: Arc of Awakening

Awakening

Absent

Activating

Activism
Dominant & Subordinate Cultures

- The meaning and nature of culture is derived out of the lived experiences of different social groups. From this comes a complex combination of dominant and subordinate cultures that serve the function of society.
- Culture → social power
Engage: Your Living Story & Inner Wisdom

Personal / Individual

Societal / Collective

Where have you been harmed?

Done the harming?

What is your relationship to power?

Looking back, where is the information? What is the teacher?
Practice : Awakened Justice - Student Voice